
MATHEMATISCHeS FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g 5 b e r ich t 23/1980

Kombinatorik geordneter Mengen

18.5. bis 24.5.1980

In den letzten Jahren haben sich bei vielen Untersuchungen

im Bereich der (halb-) geordneten Mengen besonders kombinato

rische Methoden und Fragestellungen als erfolgreich und rich

tungsweisend erzeigt. Deshalb war es wünschenswert, im Rahmen

einer Tagung nicht nur Interessierte aus dem Gebiet der ge

ordneten Mengen selbst sondern auch aus den Gebieten Kombina

torik, Informatik u.ä. zusammenzubringen. Wir sind dem Mathe

matischen Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach dankbar, eine solche

Tagung z~ ermöglichen.

Bei der Tagung unter Leitung der Herren M. Aigner (Berlin) und

R. Wille (Darmstadt) erwies sich der Umstand eines Teilnehmer

kreises mit Vertretern aus verschiedenen Forschungsgebieten

als sehr anregend und nützlich. Fragen der Theorie geordneter

Mengen wurden unter vielfältigen Aspekten vorgestellt und dis

kueiert. Im Vordergrund standen dabei folgende Problemkreise:

allgemeine Darstellungstheorie geordneter Mengen, Strukturfra

gen spezieller Ordnungen, kombinatorische Eigenschaften von

Ordnungen, kombinatorische Probleme auf Ordnungen und Verallge

meinerungen klassischer kombinatorischer Fragestellungen vom

Spezialfall einer zugrunde liegenden trivialen Ordnung weg auf

den Fall einer nicht-trivialen Ordnung.

Die nachfolgenden Vortragsauszüge mögen einen detaillierteren

Einblick in die angesprochenen Probleme und deren Zusammenspiel

geben.

Leider erlaubt dieser Tagungsbericht aus technischen Gründen

keinen Vortragsauszug aus dem vierhändigen Zusammenspiel des

Ehepaars Rado am Klavier. Es sei deshalb ausdrücklich darauf

hingewiesen, dass auch ordentliches Kombinieren von Tönen bei

der Tagung nicht unberücksichtigt geblieben ist.
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M. AIGNER: Produeing posets

Suppose we are given a linear order on n elements and let

P be aposet, IPI = n . We say that a sequenee of eompari

sons produces P if at the end of the sequenee we arrive at

aposet Q which contains P as an ernbedded subposet. Vari

QUS results eoncerning the complexity of P (with respeet to

P-producing algorithms) are presented. Sample result: Let

Cpar,t be the parallel complexity of producing the first t ~

elements in order. Then Cpar , t:5: log n +. (t-1)

R. BONNET: Rigid ehains and some applieations

Let C be a class of struetures, K and ~ be cardinals. C

s"atisfies the property D (K, ~) whenever there is a farnily

(Mi)iEI of structures in C such that: ') III = ~, 2) each

Mi is of cardinality K, 3) each Mi is rigid (i.e., has

only one automorphisrn), 4) if M E C is embeddable into Mi

and Mj , i I j , then M is of eardinality < K

THEOREM. We assume G.C.H .. Let K be a sueeessor eardinal. Let

C be the class of chains (resp. all posets with chains and

antichains of cardinality < K; Boolean algebras; symmetrie graphs

with cliques and indueed.discrete subgraphs of cardinality < K).

Then C satisfies D(K,2 K
).

T~ prove this, it is suffieient to show that the elass of chains

satisfies D(K,2 K
).

CONJECTURE. (ZFC, without GCH) For what K , K>W .' does the elass~

of chains Co satisfy D(K,2 K) ?

G. BRUNS: Covering a Boolean algebra by subalgebras

CONJECTURE. If a Boolean algebra B is the (set-)union of
m

subalgebras B1 , ... ,Bk and if IB,n ••• nBk ' = 2 «00) then
IBI s 2k +m- 1 "

If every B.
1.

has the property that all atoms of B.
1

except one
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are also atoms of Band if- m = 1 the conjecture follows

fram a theorem by Lovasz (Acta Sc. Hung. 21 (1970), 443-446).

I have proved the conjecture under the additional assumption

that B.n B. = {0,1} (and hence m 1) whenever i ~ j . I
1 J

have proved the conjecture if k s 4 and m arbitrary and

if k 5 and m = 1 .

T. BRYLAWSKI: Intersection numbers for matroid embeddings

into uniform cornbinatorial geornetries

A uniform combinatorial geometry G is a finite geometrie lat

tice which has the same number W(i,j) of flats of corank j

in every upper interval of rank i . Examples include projective

and affine geometries (Gaussian coefficients), partition lat

tices (Stirling numbers), and perfeet matroid designs. A matrix

equation relates the matroid structure M of a set S embedded

into G to the intersection numbers of the embedding: p·W =
T·r where T(i,j) = (~) , P(i,j) is the number of i-element

J
subsets of S of corank j , and I{i,j) counts the flats of

G of corank j which contain i points of S. Applications

include the Bruck theorem for subprojective planes (using the

fact that I must be nonnegative) • All 3k + n 2 - 1 affine

identities which hold among the coefficients of I for all ern

beddings of k-pant spanning subgeometries into the projective

space PG(n,q) are cornputed.

G. DORN: Preferences, cube-Iattices and partial orders

Any camplete relation R on N = {1, •• ,n} can be represented
n

as an (2)-tupel (xij)i<j where x ij = 1,-1,0 resp. iff (i,j),

(j,!) belong to R or not. R is transitive ~ff XijX jk 

xjkxik - xikxij = -1 . The transitive cornplete relations are the

quasi-orders (or flpreferences fl
). The lattice af all complete re

lations on N is isomorphie to the lattiee of all subcubes of

the (~)-dimensional cube C(~) . The vertices (ar points) of" c<.~)

are the strict complete relations on N (i.e., x.' # 0). The
1J
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transitive points (i.e. the linear orders on N) can be char

acterized as same regular subgraph of C(~) . The properties

of the simple majority rule on profiles of preferences c~n be

described in lattice-theoretical language and sets K of pre

ferences in which the simple majority rule always gives transi

tive results can be characterized. Such K's occur as the com

plements of some representing sets or as cornplete subgraphs of

some special graph. Their determination seems to be an NP-com

plete problem.

D. DUFFUS: Matchings in modular lattices

A matching f of a finite lattice L is a bijection of J(L)

(the set of join-irreducibles of L) to ·M(L) (the set of meet

irreducibles of L) such that x s fex) for all x € J(L) • I.

Rival has conjectured that every finite modular lattice has a

matching; this is verified in some special cases.

For an element x of a finite lattice L let x = v(y€L: y

covers x in L), let ~ = A(y€L: x covers y in L), and let S(L)

= {x€L: (~) = x} • Then L =u{[x,x] : x€S(L) } • If L is mo

dular then [x,x] is a complemented modular lattice and , there

fore, is the direct product'of projective geometries. Byexhibi

ting complete (graph) matchings in bipartite graphs associated

with projective geornetries, we show that if L is a finite mo

dular lattice and the width of S(L) is at most two then L

has ~ matching.

M. ERNE: On the cardinality of topologies and the number of

cliques in a graph

By a generalized Fibonacci sequence we mean a sequence (gn)

with 9 0 = 1 and gn+1 = 9 n + gr where (rn) is any integer
nsequence with r n s n (n € No). For a fixed n € No' let Fn

denote the set of all integers k occuring as the n-th member

of some generalized Fibonacci sequence. Furthermore, let Gn
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denote the set of all numbers k for which there exists a

graph with n vertices and exaetly k eliques (i.e., com

plete sUbgraphs). Similarly, let 00 denote the set of all
n

k for which there is a partially ordered set with n points

and exactly k antichains. Finally, the set of all cardinali

ties of T -topologies on an n-point set is denoted by Ta.

Then F cOG and TC = 0° c for all nn n n n Gn n € No· Fn = Gn
0° for n s 7; F ~ G = 00 for n = 8,9 (and probably forn n n n
n = 10). For n s 9, the difference of any two consecutive num-

4It bers in F n , Gn or Q~ is always apower of 2.

u. FAIGLE: Projective geometry on partially ordered sets

A set ofaxioms is presented for a prpjective geometry as an

incidence structure on partially ordered sets of points and

lines. This set includ~s, in particular, the triangle axiom

and is equivalent to the set ofaxioms for classical projec

tive incidenee geometry in the case where the points and lines

are trivially ordered. It is shown that the lattice of linear

subsets of a projeetive geometry is modular and that every

modular lattice of finite length is isomorphie to the lattice

of linear subsets of same projective geornetry.

c. GREENE: Partially ordered sets and Young tableaux

We consider partial solutions to the following questions, all

related to the order-theoretic properties of permutations and

Young tableaux. (1) Find an algorithrn for generating random

linear extensions (order-preserving labellings) of a finite po

set P. (2) Given k permutations chosen at random from SN'

what is the expected length of the largest common increasing sub~

sequence? (3) Define a eanonical mapping fram posets P of

size N to Young tableaux on N symbols which (a) coincides

with that given by the Robinson-Schensted correspondence when

P 1s the order determined by a single permutation, and eb) has

. shape ~ = {~1~ •• ·~~l} , which is the partition af ·IPI deter

mined by the k-ehains and k-antichains-of P.
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P.L. HAMMER: Threshold orders

A finite poset is called a toset (llthreshold 'ordered set") if

there exist real numbers v
1

, ••• ,vn associated to its elements

and a positive number va such that i > j iff vi-v j ~ vo·

Tosets are first characterized by the absence in their Hasse

diagrams of indueed subgraphs isomorphie to 1 ! or to 1
Tosets are then characterized as being those b
finite posets which have the following property: The elements

can be indexed. (say, for sirnplicity, as e" •.. ,en ) so that

i> j irnplies e.;f e., and for every i E {1, ••.. ,n} , there •
J 1

is an index keil , s.t. e. > e. iff j ~ keil
1. J

A polynornial algorithrn can be derived for recognizing graphs

which can be oriented so as to becorne tosets.

E. HARZHEIM: Generalizations of some theorems of comhinatorial

topology to products of linearly ordered continua

Let c" ... ,Cn be linearly ordered continua (i.e., without steps

and gaps) each having no first and no last element, C their

cartesian product with the product topology of their order topo

logies. A parallelotope P of C is a set I,x ..• xln , where

each I k is a closed interval of Ck . Let 0 P be the boundary

of P . Then the following generalizations of the Jordan-Brauwer

theorem are valid: I) If f:' 0 P ~ C is continu~us and injective

then - C - ffa P) has at least two connectivity components.

II) If f: P ~ C is injective and continuous, then f(P) does

not separate C .

Frorn I) and II) one can further derive the following generali

zation of Brouwer's theorem on the invariance of domain (open

set): II1) Let U be an open subset of C , f: U ~ C continu

aus and injective, then f(U) is open. The cases n=2 of I)

resp. III) were proved by Löttgen/Wagner resp. de Groot ..

A.P. HUHN: On contraction lattices of graphs

Contraction lattices of series-parallel networks generate the

variety of all lattiees. It follows in particular that contrac

tion lattices of planar graphs da not 'satisfy any non-trlvial
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lattice identity. Two different proofs can be given. One

of the proofs goes along the line of Freese's and Nation's

analogous theorem for congruence lattices·of semilattices,

the other makes an effective use of Pudlak's proof of the

Grätzer-Schmidt-theorem. Modularity, n-distributivity and

dual n-distributivity is also characterized in contraction

and bond lattices. A theorem of Jakulik is reforrnulated to

characterize d1stributivity of semimodular lattices in terms

o~ unions of the lattice.

G.O.H. KATONA: Extremal problems with forbidden subgraphs. in

the graph of subsets

Let X be a finite set with n elements. Define the directed

graph G = (2X,E), where (A,B) E E iff A,B E 2X and A~ B.

The following (too) general question is raised. What is

max I A I where JA, c 2
X is such that the induced subgraph G*

does not contain any of the given directed graphs. H" ... ,Hk
as subgraphs. The case k = , , when H, consists of one edge

only is known as Spernerls theorem. A theorem of Erdös ' answers

the case when H1 is a directed path of 1ength 1+1 . T. Tar

jan and the speaker solved the case H, = V ' H2 = A
and obtained partial results and conjectures for other cases.

D. KELLY: Dimension of partially ordered sets

A finite poset is n-irreducible if it has dimension n, and

removal of any element lowers the dimension. The embedding pro

perty for n-irreducible posets is: (En ) "For any n-irreducible

poset P and m > n , there is an m-irreducible poset that

contains P as a subposet."

A construction technique for irreducible posets is given that,

together with a knowledge of all 3-irreducible posets, allows

us to prove (E3 ).
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E. KÖHLER: Zur Klassifikation von Klängen

Sei v € N gegeben. Dann heisst jedes Transitivitätsgeb~et

von ~(ZV) bezgl. Zv ein Klang über Zv. Ein Transiti

vitätsgebiet von (~v) bezgl. Zv heisst k-Klang über Zv

für 0 s k sv. Kk,v:= Menge der k-Klänge über zv' Kv :=

Menge der Klänge über Zv . Falls y c X E K E Kk,v mit y E T

€ Kt,v ist, heisst Tein t-Teilklang von K. Eine Klassi

fikation der Klänge ist dann dadurch gegeben, dass man für

K€Kk,v und jedes 0 s t ~ k die ~enge K
t

:= {T Teilklang

von K: T € Kt,v} bestimmt. Für v / 0 mod(2,3,5,7) und 4It
k s 4 wurde so eine Klassifikation von Kk,v gegeben.

E.C. MILNER: The cofinality of partially ordered sets

A subset A of a partially ordered set (P,<) is cofinal

iff (VXEP) ( 3 ae:A) (x~a) . Recently M. P9uzet proved the follow

ing structural theorem for the eofinal subsets of a partially

wellordered set (pwo). THEOREM. If (P,<) is pwo, then P

contains a cofinal subset which is order isomorphie to a finite

union of a finite product of weIl ordered chains.

An immediate corollary of this is that the cofinality of a pwo

set (P,<) , cf(P) = min{IAI: A cofinal in p} is a regular car

dinal"numher (or 1). A direet proof of this corollary will be.

sketched in the case cf(P) = K and ef(K) > W • The proof

breaks down when Cf(K) = wand for this it ,seems to be neces

sary ~o prove the full strength of Pouzet's theorem. In attempt

ing to give a direct proof (with N. Sauer) we were led to the

following. CONJECTURE. If (P,<) is any poset and cf(P} = K

> Cf(K) , then (P,<) contains an antiehain of size cf(K)

(Pouzetls theorem implies this for the case Cf(K) = W ).

B. MONJARDET: Metries on posets

In lattice theory, this subjeet goes back to Glivenko (1936)

and is related to the study of "valuations" or "norms" (Menger

1928, Birkhoff 1933). Now, it seems somewhat obsolete (the re

cent books da not mention it). One must find developments else-

4It
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where, e.g., in "distance geometry" (Blumenthai 1953, Blumen

thal-Menger 1969). In poset theory it.seems to back to Haskins

Gudder (1972). But uses of metrics on posets appear ~n several

domains: social choice theory (Kemeny 1969, Bogart 1973-75),

psychametrics (Restle 1959), social networks (Flament 1963),

data analysis (Boorman 1970), information theory (Kampe de Fe

riet 1973) etc., and lead to.interesting results or problems

(Barbut-Monjardet 1970). We give a ~eview of recently obtained

results (Comyn-Vandorpe, Bordes, Monjardet 1976, Barthelemy 1978e -79) for finite posetsalong three lines: 1. Quasi-valuations,

shortest paths and metries on posets. 2. Metric characterizations

of pOsets. 3. Applications of previ~us results and related or

open problems.

E. NELSON: Order-theoretic characterization of grammatical

similarity

A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple G = (V, L , P , S) where V

is a finite set'-L c V, S € v- ~ and P is a finite subset of

(V-~)xV-t(. A (rooted). tree is a finite subset t c w*such that

for all U€W~ all n€W, if un€t then U€t and uk€t for all

k<n • A G-tree is a function l:t ~ V (t a finite tree) s.t.

if u€t is not a leaf and if k is the largest number with uk

€t tl)en (l(u) ,l(uQ)l(ul): •. l(uk»€P .A G-phrase is a G-tree with

all leaves labelied fram L , and a G-sentence is aG-phrase with

root labelied S. The. language of G, LG, consists of all words
*in ~ which are obtained as the product of the labels of the

leaves of a sentence. Kuroda (Inf. and Control 30(1976) ,307-378)

proposes a classification of context-free grammars by certain to-·

pologies associated with them. We concentrate on the order-theo

retic description. We prove: every context-free grammar is iso

morphie tO.one with language = {~};and discuss examples. The

talk is areport on joint work with D. Weod, also of McMaster U.•

A. PASZTOR: On epis in the categery of w-complete posets

POS(w) i5 the category of w-eomplete posets, i.e., of posets

containig the l.u.b.'s of their w-chains, together with w-con-
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L

tinuous maps, i.e., with maps which preserve l.u.b.ls of

w-chains. An w-cantinuous map f:P ~ Q is dense if the clo-

sure of f(P) (i.e., the least w-complete subset of Q con

taining f(P) ) is Q. J. Meseguer conjeetured that in POS(w)

the epis are exactly the dense maps. Of course, the dense maps

are epis. But a counterexample presents an epi which is not dense.

P. PUDLAK: On eangruenee lattices of lattiees

This contribution concerns the old problem: Is every algebraic 4It
distributive lattice isomorphie to the eongruence 'lattices of a

lattiee? Let :l> ( J:j" ) be the category of finite distributive

lattices with embeddings preserving 0 (with 1-1 mappings pre

serving join and 0 respectively). Let ~ be the category of

finite lattices with embeddings. Denote by J the identical em
bedding af '3:J inta r::"v, and by Con the functor fram ;L to ~v

such that (i) for a lattice L , Con(L) is the congruence lat-

. tice of L, (ii) for an embedding '3' :L, ~ L2 ' Can(cy) is the

mapping from Con(L1) to Con(L2 ) which maps each e E Con(L,}

to the smallest congruence of L 2 that contains the image ofe.

THEOREM. There exists a functor 1": JJ -+ :L, and a natural

equivalence 't' fram 'J to Con a 'f' . As a corollary, we get a

theorem of E.T. Schmidt which answers positively the question

above for lattices in which the set of compact elements is closed

under meets.

w. QBERSCHELP: Properties of a1most all parametrie relations

A result of Blass-Harary (J.Graph Th. l,'979) and Fagin (J. Symb.

logic !!, 1976) for graphs, relations, tournaments and plexes is

generalized to parametric relations introduced by the author ear

lier (Lecture Notes 579). We prove that all parametrie relations

have the Blass-Fagin (BF) property, i.e., given any first order

condition e in the language of the parametrie condition P
the ratio ce _n Cn)

r (n) : = ~ --;> 0 or if n -) 00 •

cpen)

4It
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Here cCAP{n) is the nuw~er of models with n vertices for

CAP , cp(n) is the total number of models for P. The proof

uses the idea of Blass: We adopt the technique of elimination

of qualifiers and use additional richness-assumptions in P

which are aLmost true; only finitely many such assumptions are

needed. The result extends to isomorphism types since we have

proved (loe. cit.) that all parametric relations are almost ri

gid. PROBLEM. is the condition of transitivity (which is not

parametrie) BF ?

R.W. QUACKENBUSH: Order~primal algebras

A finite non-trivial algebra, at = (AiF) is order-primal if

there is a partial order, ~ , on A such that every operation

on A isotone with respect to !: is a polynomial of ot... We

restrict ourselves to partial orders with 0 and 1 ; let

be order-primal. THEOREM(Deneke, Knoebel): HSP(Gt) is equatio

nally eomplete; in faet, every non-trivial ~ ~ HSP(Qt) has a

subalgebra isomorphie to ot . THEOREM(Davey, Duffus, Quaeken

bush, Rival): If ~ is a lattice ordering, then HSP(~) is

isomorphie (as a eategory) to Bounded Distributive Lattices.

Let An be the linear surn of., neopies of • ., and .; let

ot n be the eorresponding order-primal algebra. THEOREM (.Knoebel) :

HSP(Ot. 2 ) is congruenee (4- but not 3-)distributive; HSPC0(.3)

is not eongruence distributive. CONJECTURE: HSP(Ot) is eongru

ence distributive iff for all a,b.E A , either inf(a,b) or

sup(a,b) exists. Spee(K) is the set of eardinalities of the

finite members of the class of structures K. TRIVIALITIES:

Spec (HSP ( X ) ) is all positive integers, Sp~c (HSP (. I)Co t) ) con

sists of all squares, SpeC(HSP(bxt» contains no primes.

THEOREM(McKenzie): Spee(HSP( t» is cofinite. CONJECTURE:

Spee(HSP«(t» is cofinite if Ol is directly irreducible and

otherwise has zero density.

R. RADD: Theorems for intervals of ordered sets

An interval of the ordered set (S,<) is a set A c S such

that, whenever x,z ~ A and x < y < z , then y ~ A . One of
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-the resu1ts to be discussed is the following. THEOREM. Let I

be a set and, for every. n E I I An be an interval"pf the or

dered set (S~<) . Let k E {1,2, •.. } . Then there 1s a parti

tion I I 1 uI 2 u •.• U1 k such that for 1 ~ i ~ k and m,n c 1 i ,

m ~ n , always AmnAn = 0 , iff (1) A. nA n•.. nA = ~
n 1 n 2 n k +1whenever {n1 ,n2 , .. ,nk+1 }; cl.

REMARK: (1) is equivalent to saying that whenever n 1 , ••. ,nk +1
~ I , there is a partition {nl, .. ~,nk+'} = l,u .•. ul k such that

for 1 ~ i ~ k and m ~ n E 110: , always A nA =.~.m n

I. RIVAL: A structure theory for ordered sets

An effort is made to fashion a c1assification scheme for ordered

sets (finite and infinite) aimed at distinguishing combinatorial

properties of ordered set~.·The principal novelty in this effort

stems from the centra1 role assigned to flretractions fl
•

B. SANDS: Counting antichains in finite partially ordered sets

We show that for every 1 > 1 there is a number r < r(1)

such that every poset P of length 1-1 contains an element

which is in at least· 1Ir of the antichains of P -. For 1=2,

r ean be taken to be 8.807; in general r satisfies (r-I)l

s (2-21/r)r. In the other direction, when 1=2 we can show

that r roust be at least 4.3865.

W.T. TROTTER: Dimension and rank for finite posets

Arealizer R of aposet (X,P) is a collection R = {L 1 , ..

• ,Lt } of linear extensions of P so that P = nR • Arealizer

R is irredundant if oS # oR for every nonempty proper sub~

family S eR. The dimension and rank of aposet. (X,P) are

respectively the minimum and maximum cardinality of an irredun

dant realizer of P. Recent research has shown that the study

of these invariants is direct1y related to many wel-l known to

pies in graph theory and combinatorial mathematics including
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,...

interval graphs, planar graphs, matchings and l-factors,

partitions and coverings, extremal problems, and systems of

distinct representatives. In this paper, we discuss aspects

of dimension and rank which involve algorithrnic and structu

ral problems for acyclic directed graphs. These problems are

motivated by the alternate definitions given by Maurer, Ra

binovitch, and Trotter of dimension and rank in terms of the

diqraph of non-forcing pairs.

~ B. VOIGT: Same recent results in Partitian-thear~ far lattices

(All theorems mentioned were obtained jointly with H.-J. Prö

mel). A has the partition-property w.r.t. the class ~ iff

for every B E ~ there exists C €_ ~ s.t. for every ö-colo

ring of the A~subobjects of C there exists a monochromatic

B-subobject. THEOREM. The class of finite linear lattices has

the part. prop. w.r.t. singleton vertices and only w.r.t. these.

THEOREM. The class of finite geometrie arguesian lattices has

the part. prop. w.r.t. singleton vertices and only w.r.t. these.

THEOREM. The class.of finite modular lattices has the part. prop.

w.r.t. singleton vertices and not w.r.t. any sublattice of a

finite geometrie arguesian lattice which contains more than one

element. THEOREM. Given E > 0 and k E N there exists n € N

s.t. for every S c @(n) with ISI > E2 n there exists a lattice

embedding ~: Pe (2) -+ (f> (n) s • t. cf> ( (p C ( 2) € S •

R. WILLE: The selection property for bound subsets of ordered

sets

The selection,property for bound subsets plays an important role

in the study of order varieties. An order variety is a class of

(partially) ordered sets closed under direct products and retracts.

Por characterising order varieties the following theorem is help

ful. THEOREM. Let d(. be a class of ordered sets having the selec

tion property for bound subsets. Then an ordered set P belcngs

to the smallest order variety containing ~ if and only if for
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every pair (A,B) of a down set A and an up set B with

A~n B~ = ~ and A c B~ there exists an order-preserving map

f:P -r K for same K E: dt such that f(A)*n 'f(B)~ = (Z) •

In general, a subset S of an ordered set P is abound sub

set if S = (s*~ n (S*)*: and S #= (Z) ~(P) i5 the set of all

bound subsets of P and S S T in "i:s (P) -if S*, c T-tt and S'*

~ T~. Now~ P has the selection property for bound subsets if

there is an order-preserving rnap f: ~(P) -+ P with feS} € S

for all . S € ~(P) . Examples and counterexamples are given .

Berichterstatter: U. Faigle (Darmstadt)
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